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paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number
will be provided after the shipment.Publisher: China Water Power Press Pub. Date :2008-07. This
book is a basic course in public higher education college math textbooks. the authors concluded on
the basis of many years of teaching experience. specifically for high Vocational college students
writing materials. Book is divided into upper and lower two. The book include: functions. limits and
continuous. derivative and derivative. derivative applications. indefinite integral. definite integral
and its applications. differential equations. infinite series. etc. 7; the next volume will include vector
algebra and analytic geometry of space. multi- function calculus. determinants. matrices. linear
equations. probability and mathematical statistics the initial seven chapters. Each chapter has
exercises and review questions and answers. This book is for vocational engineering class or the
professional economics and management. but also as Ben exam training materials. but also as a
professional college. university and adult self-examination materials or reference books. Contents:
Preface Chapter 1 on the list functions. limits and continuous functions 1.1 Exercises 1.1 1.2
Functions of several features exercises 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 Exercises inverse power function. exponential
and logarithmic functions Trigonometric Problem 1.4...
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Reviews
Very beneficial for all type of folks. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time. You will like how the writer publish this ebook.
-- Nathan Cruickshank
Totally one of the better pdf I have at any time read through. It really is simplified but shocks within the 50 % from the ebook. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mariano Spinka
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